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ABSTRACT
Steganalysis has many challenges; which include the accurate and efficient detection of hidden content within digital
images. This paper focuses on the development of a new multi pixel comparison method used for the detection of
steganographic content within digital images transmitted over mobile channels. The sensitivity of detecting hidden
information within a digital image can be increased or decreased to determine if slight changes have been made to the
digital image for the target of blind steganalysis. The key thought of the presented method is to increase the sensitivity
of features when alterations are made within the bit planes of a digital image. The differences between the new method
and existing pixel comparison methods are; multiple masks of different sizes are used to increase the sensitivity and
weighted features are used to improve the classification of the feature sets. Weights are also used with the various pixel
comparisons to ensure proper sensitivity when detecting small changes. The article also investigates the reliability of
detection and estimation length of hidden data within wireless digital images with potential for military applications
emphasizing on defense and security.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Several steganography methods exist for various forms of embedding secure data within digital images (stego images)
which are shared between a sender and a receiver. Many embedding tools are available over the internet as freeware [1].
This makes the situation of detecting (steganalysis) the malicious information for law enforcement extremely difficult.
As technology progresses new practical forms of communication are developed, each providing malicious users the
opportunity to further exploit the transmission of digital data. In [2], Agaian, et al. show new techniques in sending
secure communication over mobile devices using digital images.
The ability to apply steganography within mobile devices greatly increases the effectiveness of this particular type of
covert communication. In addition, the new application has helped validate the art and aides in the establishment of
steganography as a practical approach for transmitting sensitive material. The implementation of mobile steganography
has demonstrated that the development and implementation of custom applications can be accomplished without the
consent or knowledge of the manufacturer and service provider. While this has a significant impact on the transmission
of classified data the same methods can be used for opposing reasons. With this said, this paper focuses on the
development of a new multi pixel comparison steganography detection method used for digital images transmitted over
mobile channels. The presented technique uses multiple masks to generate features and weights them to be sensitive
enough to discriminate between clean and stego images.
The following section discusses related work in steganography and steganalysis. In Section 3, the novel feature
selection methods used to determine if steganographic content has been embedded within the lower bit planes of the
image are described. Section 4 describes the classification methods used to determine if the input images are stego
images. In Section 5 we show experimental results and findings for two subsection 1) images developed with the Nokia

mobile device and 2) commonly found digital image taken with digital cameras. The conclusion is discussed in the final
section of the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
Johnson, et al. have given an investigation into steganography and introduced some characteristics of steganographic
software that identify signs of information hiding [1]. During that time detection techniques applied to steganography
had not been devised beyond visual analysis. While this was one of the first insights into steganography, technology
has allowed the growth and further development of this versatile science. Agaian, et al. have shown this to be true, in [2]
they introduce a new application for steganography, mobile devices. While the ability to apply steganography to mobile
devices has greatly increases the effectiveness of covert communication and has established steganography as a
practical approach for transmitting sensitive material, this poses a problem when used for unethical purposes.
Many methods are used in conventional detection of covered images stored on PCs, networks, or transmitted over the
Internet. Similar techniques can be created to determine if hidden information is embedded within mobile images.
However, there are limitations and constraints that limit the use of previously developed techniques.
Statistical pixel comparison methods such as Modified Pixel Comparison by Agaian, et al. [3], Sample Pair Analysis by
Dumitrescu, et al. [4], LSB Steganography by Fridrich, et al. [5] and Westfeld and Pfitzmann [6], use a form of pixel
comparison, statistical measure and a comparison of altering the LSB of the input image to determine if steganographic
content exists within the images. The methods have difficulty detecting hideen information within mobile images when
modifications are made to the image. The problems arise when trying to make a comparison by altering the LSB since
the LSB of a mobile image is predicted by the system upon receiving the image, i.e. the LSB is not used in mobile
image transmission and display.
Targeted methods also are unable to detect steganographic content within mobile images due to the nature in which the
detection methods are developed. In [7] and [8], these methods were developed for detection of hidden information
embedded with F5 algorithm. In [9] Fridrich, et al. developed a detection method which focuses on Outguess. Problems
with just translating these methods to the mobile image domain are that the embedding methods must be developed for
mobile applications with memory constraints being considered. The same considerations would have to be taken into
account for the development of the detection methods.
Feature based methods developed by Fridrich [10] and Farid 11] have been used to detect hidden information within
JPEG images. While these methods have shown remarkable results they depend on a large data base of images to train
for classification. This poses a serious problem when developing a detection method for mobile images due to fact that
the characteristics of the images produced by specific mobile cameras differ widely.
In [12] and [13] McBride and Peterson developed a true blind method for detecting steganography. Lyu and Farid
developed a one-class detection method that can also be considered a blind classifier [14]. While these methods use
databases of images for training they are greatly simplified by eliminating the need for training with stego images which
makes for a blind classifier of common and future developed stego programs. These methods can be considered for
mobile image detection with modifications made to the training of clean images for the specific mobile platform.
In [15, 16, and 17], a description of the Support Vector Machine and it’s uses for pattern recognition are investigated.
Farid, et al. [14] used a one- class Support Vector Machine for a blind classifier of clean images. In [15], Lyu and Farid
extract low-dimensional statistical feature vectors from statistical properties of audio signals for representation and use
by a non-linear support vector machine for classification. The properties of the feature selection make the SVM ideal for
classification of steganographic content.
This section discussed related work in detection methods and the use of the SVM for classification. While the
mentioned methods have served platforms and benchmarks for steganalysis new technology has made these methods
inefficient for mobile communication. In the next sections the proposed method demonstrates a new steganalysis
technique designed specifically for use in mobile image communications.

3. FEATURE SELECTION
This section presents a new multi pixel comparison for steganalysis used in mobile communications. Difficulties arise
when the last two least significant bit-planes of mobile images are predicted by the mobile platform. The presented
method alleviates the need to consider the predicted bit-planes by considering the overall amplitude of the image pixels.
Below the general algorithm is shown for the presented method.
General Algorithm for Multi Pixel Comparison
Input:
Input an image to be analyzed for stego information.
Step 1:
Identify the pixel set to be analyzed.
Step 2:
Map the pixels into a vector representation.
Step 3:
Determine the central pixel, creating pixel various sets
Step 4:
Calculate the statistical average for the pixel set
Step 5:
Give the pixels a weight class and calculate the statistical average adjacent pixel sets
Step 6:
Determine if stego exists with the decision making process
Output: An image showing the stego locations from the received image along with an estimated amount of
steganographic content per color channel.
If I is an input image of size M × N , the rows and columns denoting the number of adjacent pixels surrounding a center
pixel at the pixel location i, j. The masks used can be of various sizes for the number of compared pixels. As an example
a simple mask consist of the following set of analyzed pixels:
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By mapping the 3 × 2 block into a one dimensional 1× 6 vector provides a means to easily measure statistical changes
before and after embedding. This allows the structure of a set of masks to be applied to the pixels [x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6]. Two
classes of masks may be used which are M1 = [m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6] and M2 = [m1 m4 m5 m2 m3 m6] where mi ∈ (-A,0,A), A
= 2n, n = 0, 2, 3. Note, that by rearranging the values of M1 the second mask M2 is generated.

The two classes of masks generate three sets of sub masks each which are added to the pixel region being analyzed.
The three sub masks are generated with the use of the A values. The series of weights are assigned according to the
distance from the current central pixel at the current location i, j for both of the arranged pixel vectors, as follows;
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We apply the weights to our modulus operation between the pixels and corresponding mask values. The weight vector
only consists of five values since 5 calculations are made between adjacent pixels. The weighted statistical average of
adjacent pixel pairs within a comparative mask and block is defined as follows:
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where, ⊕ is the modulus operation of adding to the pixel value of one bit plane only, k represents the mask used, n̂ is
the number of pixels in the mask, n represents the number of features (n = 7 in our case) and i, j subscripts represent
the pixel location throughout the image.
The first six features extracted represent statistics over any modifications made to selected six bit planes and the seventh
feature is calculated with no modifications made to the bit planes. These features are then used in discriminating
between clean images and those containing hidden messages.

4. CLASSIFICATION
To improve classification of clean and stego images over using just the raw features, one must combine the features
using a classification. A popular and powerful technique is to use a Support Vector Machine (SVM). This section
describes the SVM and the kernel used for classification.
The support vector machine (SVM) is a classification algorithm that provides state-of-the-art performance in a wide
variety of application domains, including handwriting recognition, object recognition, speaker identification, face
detection, text categorization, time-series prediction, gene expression profile analysis, and DNA and protein analysis.
SVM is a nonlinear generalization of the Generalized Portrait algorithm developed in Russia in the sixties. As such, it is
firmly grounded in the framework of statistical learning theory, or VC theory, which has been developed over the last
three decades by Vapnik, Chervonenkis [16] [17] and others. The goal of SVM is to produce a model which predicts
target value of data instances in the testing set which are given only the attributes. Given a training set of instance-label
pairs ( xi , yi ) , i = 1,…,l where the support vector machines (SVM) [18] require the solution of the following

optimization problem:
min
ω , b ,ξ

l
1 T
ω ω +C ∑ ξ
2
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subject to yi (ω T φ ( xi ) + b ) ≥1−ξi
where ξi ≥ 0 .
Here training vectors xi are mapped into a higher (maybe infinite) dimensional space by the function φ. The SVM
algorithm then finds a linear/nonlinear separating hyperplane with the maximal margin in this higher dimensional space.
The margin is can be defined as the maximal distance between classes. C > 0 is the penalty parameter of the error term.
Furthermore, K(xi, xj) = φ(xi)Tφ(xj) is called the kernel function. There are several kernels used in practice and new
kernels are continuously proposed by researchers. For our research the following kernel is used:
(
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The next section, demonstrates mobile image steganography classification using a two-class SVM given a set of clean
and stego image features and a one-class SVM with only clean image features. The two-class support vector machine
classification technique used for detection of clean images,and separate them from images with embedded information
using the radial basis function kernel. The input features calculated using the method in Section 3 are the attributes and

values used in the SVM’s training algorithm, where the properties of these input data are matched with the features.
After training, the SVM is used to predict feature vectors from new image instances as either clean or containing
embedded information. A one-class SVM detection method, also considered as a blind classifier, is also used with a
database of clean images for training. This greatly simplifies the classification method eliminating the need for training
with stego images which makes the classifier a true blind steganalysis method of stego programs.

5. EXPERIMENTAL REULTS AND FINDINGS
In this section the comparisons of detection with an image data set of 100 color JPEG images taken with a Nokia 6620
camera phone are presented. While no other know cell phone detection methods exist, comparisons between the
presented method and other detection methods are also presented using an image data set generated with Nikon D100
and Canon EOS Digital Rebel cameras.

5.1 Detection of Nokia Stego Images

The image set taken with the Nokia 6620 camera phone were mid-quality 640x480 Symbian JPEG images. For testing
purposes the image data set consisted of 100 clean images, 100 images with 3% stego modification and 100 images with
8% stego modification. The image data is embedded using a simple DCT coefficient method with an embedding rate percentage
based on the image size. The embedding technique is a modification of algorithm discussed in [2].

Figure 1: Sample set of images from the set used to detect Nokia clean images from Nokia stego images.

Two-class analysis was performed using 5-fold cross validation using both clean and stego sample instances, where the
training set consists of clean images and stego images. Testing was conducted with a set of images consists of 20%
clean image dataset and 20% stego image set. Table 1 shows the results from these experiments using 3% and 8%
embedding rates. The percentage of true positive (TP) is the average of detection accuracy for clean images when clean
images are analyzed. The true negative (TN) represents the average of detection accuracy for detecting stego image
when in fact a stego image is present.
Table 1 shows the accuracy of detection for the 3% data not as good as that of the 8% but this is expected because the
modifications to an image with 8% embedded data cause a weaker correlation between the stego image features and the
clean image features. The opposite holds for the correlation between the features for clean image features and features
for 3% stego images. What is interesting is that there is no statistical difference between the embedding procedure
which means that the features and classification method are robust to variations in embedding amounts.

Table 1: Detection Accuracy of Nokia Clean and Stego Images [2]
Stego (3% Embedded Data)
TP = 94.75± 3.68%

Stego (8% Embedded Data)

TN = 91.0± 8.21%

TP = 94.5± 3.37%

TN = 96.0± 2.23%

The blind classification analysis was performed using 5-fold cross validation in a blind manner, where the training set consists only
of clean images and the testing set consists of 20% of the clean image dataset, and 20% of the stego image sets. Table 2 shows the

accuracy of detection for the 3% stego image data and the 8% stego images. As previously mentioned classification
accuracy of the 8% embedded data is higher than the 3% image data due to the correlation between stego image features
and the clean image features.
Table 2: Blind Detection Accuracy of Nokia Clean and Stego Images [2]
Stego (3% Embedded Data)
TP = 87.8± 4.34%

Stego (8% Embedded Data)

TN =92.4± 7.01%

TP =95.6± 4.02%

TN =94.67± 7.67%

5.2 Detection of Commonly Used Stego Images

The embedding algorithm used in the Nokia 6620 camera phone uses different techniques than methods in [19] and [8]
since the camera phone predicts some of the bit-plane. To make comparisons with existing steganalysis techniques
would cause a bias towards the presented method, so the presented method will be used to detect stego images that RS
Steganalysis [5] and “Steganalysis using color wavelet statistics and one-class support vector machines” [14] are
capable of detecting.
When using the same detection method for LSB embedding the detection method is compared with RS Steganalysis [5].
Table 3 show the accuracy of detection for Multi Weighted Masks Detection vs RS Steganalysis when all 100 images
have been tested with 0%, 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 25% of steganographic content using a random
embedding method. The error of classification is shown in Figure 2, where the presented method maintains accuracy
within 2% up to an embedding percentage of 5% and increases in error by 5% at 25% embedded information while RS
Steganalysis reaches 7% error in classification with only 5% embedded information and continues a moderate linear
increase in error for larger percentages of hidden information.
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Figure 2: Error of actual detection percentage

Table 3: Detection Percentage Averages for Color Images
Multi Pixel Average
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Table 4 shows the results from a 2 class SVM classifier using feature extraction developed by Lyu and Farid [14].
These results are based on feature extraction from Matlab code provided by Farid and the combination of the SVM with
the RBF kernel. The table shows the average classification accuracy of detection for “Steganalysis using color wavelet
statistics and one-class support vector machines.” The number of images used are; 100 clean images tested against 100
stego images with varying in modifications caused by embedding method of 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5% and 10% alterations
to the images. The testing was conducted using 5-fold cross validation, 80% clean images and 20% stego images. The
feature reduction shown was done with a technique developed by Bauer, et al. [20].
Table 4: Detection Averages for Wavelet Based Features
Classification Accuracy using 2 Class SVM (Radial Basis Kernel)
Detection Percentage

90.0%

89.2%

90.3%

89.6%

90.3%

89.8%

85.7%

74.4%

Number of Features

72

60
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36

24

12

6

3

Multi Pixel Features

7 Features 94.6% Classification Accuracy

CONCLUSION
In this article feature extraction for both clean images sets and dirty (stego) images was presented. It has been shown
that the presented features are able to determine if images from mobile picture phones contain steganographic content or
if normal bit-plane images contain steganographic content.
In the experimental results two cases are shown:
1) Analysis was performed on mid-quality 640x480 Symbian JPEG images with the test set of n clean images and
n stego images out of the set of 100 images each. The results of the 5-fold cross validation using the two-class
classifier shown in Table 1 yield results of 94.75% (std 3.6%) TP and 91% (std 1.6%) TN when clean and 3%
stego images are compared and 94.5% (std 2.7%) TP and 96% (std 4.47%) TN when clean and 8% stego
images are compared.
The blind classification using a one-class classifier shown in Table 1 yield results of 87.8% (std 4.34%) TP and
92.4% (std 7.01%) TN when clean and 3% stego images are compared and 95.6% (std 4.02%) TP and 94.6%
(std 7.67%) TN when clean and 8% stego images are compared
2) Analysis when compared to RS Steganalysis [5]; the presented method determines the amount of
steganographic content with an accuracy within 2% maintained up to 10% randomly embedded information
and within 5% accuracy when embedding between 15% and 25% hidden information, RS Steganalysis reaches
7% error in classification with only 5% embedded information and continues a moderate linear increase in
error for larger percentages of hidden information
Analysis when compared to “Steganalysis using color wavelet statistics and one-class support vector
machines” [14]; a two class classification was performed to determine the accuracy in detection of 94.6% using
only 7 features and the duplicated method developed in [14] has a classification accuracy of 90% using 12
features.
The presented feature extraction is also extended to other lossy compression embedding techniques by comparing DCT
coefficients.
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